
Living Word Weekly Bible Study (August 29 - September 3) 

 

Monday: Matthew 5:13-16 
Salt and light are two essentials to life, especially in the ancient world. Salt was more than just a 
spice for seasoning, it was an essential preservative that was used before refrigeration.  It was also 
a means of commerce as the Romans paid their solders a salt allowance---some sources actually 
claim that soldiers were paid WITH salt; although there is little evidence for this.  But---this is where 
the old saying “Worth your salt” derives. Light was and is needed for us to see, when the lights are 
out we cannot see, when we turn off the light to God’s Word, we cannot see the path of truth and 
life. This transfers to the power of the illustration that Jesus is saying to us what good would a 
disciple be if they did not live as they are called to, they would be like salt that fails to do the very 
thing it was created to do---it is utterly useless!  Or a reading lamp that is hidden under a bowl---
utterly useless! This passage is the application to the Beatitudes (Read Matthew 5:3-12) what good 
would it be if  we just read the Sermon on the Mount or placed it in a frame on the wall, but never 
adhered to it or put it into practice? 

Once we were reborn---created into something new---we were created FOR something; and if we 
do not accomplish the very thing we were created to do---like salt that has lost its saltiness, we are 
utterly useless.  As Christians, we are to take the Light of God into the darkness of the world---we 
are to never hide the light or deny the light, or apologize for the light---we are to let it shine. 

• Why did Jesus use this illustration to apply the Beatitudes? 
• Why is salt and light essential to life? Why is it essential to the life of the Church? 
• What good would it be if all we did with our Christianity was just read about it or place it in a 

frame on the wall, but never adhered to or put it into practice? 
• Why would some Christians believe we are to hide from the world and ignore it? 
• As salt is needed and put to use, you and Living Word are needed and need to be put to use! 

So in what concrete, doable ways can you and Living Word be put to use? 
  
Tuesday: Matthew 5:13-16 (continued) 
A light is first and foremost something which is meant to be seen. The houses in ancient Israel 
were very dark. Lamps looked very much like clay versions of Aladdin’s Lamp, with a wick sticking 
out the spout. It was not so easy to rekindle a lamp in the days before matches existed. Normally 
the lamp stood on the lampstand which would be no more than a roughly shaped branch of wood: 
but when people went out, for safety’s sake, they took the lamp from its stand, and put it under a 
clay bowl, or bushel, so that it might burn without risk of fire; but of course as soon as they came 
home, the light came out from the bushel. 

So Jesus is telling us that our faith---that Christianity is something which is meant to be seen. 
Gypsy Smith once said, “There are five Gospels. Matthew, Mark, Luke, John, and the Christian, 
and some people will never read the first four.” 

And of course this Light should not be visible only within the Church. A Christianity that stops at 
the church door is not much use to anyone---it is like salt that has lost its saltiness. It should be 
even more visible in the ordinary activities of the world. Our Christianity should be visible in the 



way we treat a grocery clerk, in the way we order a meal in a restaurant, in the way we treat our 
employees or serve our employer, in the way we play a game or drive a car, in the daily language 
we use, in the daily literature we read. A Christian should be just as much a Christian in the 
factory, the office, the schoolroom, the kitchen, the golf course as he/she is in church.  Jesus did 
not say, “You are the light of the Church”; he said, “You are the light of the world.”  

A light is a guide. In any harbor there are lighthouses which guide the ships to sail in safely. One 
of the most disgusting things that has ever happened to me was one night in Ghana when a storm 
caused a complete power outage.  There was no light to guide us, and it started to rain, so we ran 
for cover, and because I could not see, I ran right into an uncovered, three-foot raw sewage ditch.  
All of a sudden, there was nothing underneath my feet and I did a full face plant into raw sewage.  
As a bonus, we had no water for a shower.  For a germaphobe like me---that was unbearable.  
Trust me---light is a very good thing!   

Jesus calls us to make the way clear to others. That is to say, a Christian must of necessity be an 
example. Suppose there is a group of people, and suppose it is suggested that some 
questionable thing should be done. Unless someone speaks out, the thing will be done. But if 
someone rises and says, “I don’t think that’s a good idea; let’s do this instead…,” You do not have 
to condemn or judge anyone, you just redirect. Quite often the redirection works, but even if it 
doesn’t, you have let the light shine in a loving way, and have let them know that you will not be 
participating. 

There are many people in this world who have not the moral strength and courage to take a stand 
by themselves, but if someone gives them a lead, they will follow; if they have someone strong 
enough to lean on, they will do the right thing. It is the Christian’s duty to take the stand to let 
others lean on us, and follow us, to give the lead which those with less courage will follow. The 
world needs its guiding lights; there are people waiting and longing for a lead to take the stand 
and to do the thing which they do not dare by themselves. 

Wednesday: Matthew 5:16 
In Greek there are two words for good. There is the word “agathos” which simply defines a thing 
as good in quality---“That was a good movie.”  And, there is “kalos” which means that a thing is 
not only good in quality but in its character or nature. The word which Jesus uses is “kalos”. The 
good deeds of the Christian must be not only good quality; they must also be good in nature. That 
sounds silly at first---for certainly all good deeds are both good in quality and also in nature, right?  
Not necessarily!   

Have you ever experienced someone doing something good in quality for others, but they are 
only doing it for publicity, or to make others think, “Gosh, what a good guy he is!”  That’s not good 
in nature---that is very self-centered. 

In order to be “kalos”, and not just “agathos”, our good deeds ought to draw attention, not to 
ourselves, but to God. The Christian never thinks of what she has done, but of what God has 
enabled her to do. She never seeks the praise of others---but always to direct them to God. So 
long as we are thinking of the praise, the thanks, the prestige which we will get for what we have 
done, we have not done good works at all---we have merely done some “agathos”. 



Thursday: Hebrews 13:9-25  
The author of the Book of Hebrews (and nobody knows for certain who that is) closes with a moral 
exhortation, his point being for us to live as a response to what Christ has done for us. If you love 
Jesus Christ, then you are to love others too. This is almost written as a letter of recommendation 
to encourage the hearers to continue in the faith and not give up, and to obey their leaders, 
because if they do not, they will face dire problems. What they were going through then was 
nothing like what would come. The fall of Jerusalem was just two years away when all their 
property and vocations and means would be taken away and families would be fragmented. He 
advised them to be strong so they could grow through troubles with joy and not descend into 
bitterness or self-pity. This was also a call to be responsible for one another---to be certain to do 
good to and for each other; so they could encourage and equip others, helping them when they 
slipped or were about to slip. 
 
Francis Schaeffer and others have warned that the attitude and changing morals of the culture far 
too often influence the church; and we tend to adopt the morals of the culture, rather than 
influencing the culture with the truth of Jesus Christ.  Today more than ever we must heed this 
warning, for if we do not, the light of Christ will be extinguished, not just in our culture, but in our 
lives as well. As followers of Jesus Christ, we are called higher, to listen and put into practice what 
Christ teaches and gives. We are to be good and faithful as followers, first and foremost, before 
we can be so as leaders. We are to care for our souls and watch over and care for others too. 
This is Christian community and leadership in action---the practice of our faith in our lives first, 
and then in love, letting it influence others. This is a holy calling; as we follow our Shepherd, we 
shepherd others.  
 
As Christians, we are in tighter community together in Christ; as Christ-followers, we are to be 
deep friends who are bonded as family. The purpose of our doctrine and the study of God’s Word 
is not just for the knowledge, (which is very important), but our supreme goal should be what we 
do with that knowledge. This is the relationship that is growing in Christ, then outward to others 
around us.  
 
Friday: James 2:14-26  
Real, impacting, effectual faith will have results. It will be lived out! Faith will be backed up by the 
proof that it is present in a person. If there is no proof, there is a good chance that the vessel is 
empty of faith. If the label says "7-Up" and when you open it and pour it in a glass, all that comes 
out is water you may come to the conclusion that the label and contents do not measure up to 
each other. The same case is with our Christian faith. It is absolutely a fact that faith is given and 
received by Christ's work of grace alone; our good works do not save us---the grace of Jesus 
Christ saves us. James' point is not that salvation requires works, rather, real faith will result in an 
outcome that backs it up. Faith will be lived out in the believer's life, thinking, words, and actions. 
Faith will create initiative from the realization of who we are in Christ, and then we will live out our 
lives in Him, through His power and because of our convictions. 
  
Christianity is not a mindset or code of beliefs; it is a lifestyle---a radically new way of living. It is 
not to be just an intellectual acceptance or idea. Rather, it is a lifelong, purpose-driven lifestyle as 
Jesus as Lord over all. If our faith is not lived out all day, every day, then we may not have the 
real faith and trust in the Lord, or at the very least have never ventured any further in our faith 



journey than when we first received Him. There is a relation between faith and works. One proves 
the other. All too often, the focus switches to how faith is to be used for salvation, when it is the 
Bible view that faith is not academic, but needs to be a part of our daily life. 
 
Saturday: Matthew 25:31-46 
It is certainly not popular today---but the Bible assures us there will be a Judgment Day when all 
people will be judged by God, and some will receive eternal life, and others will not. The foolish 
will be judged and removed from the wise; the wasteful and fearful will be separated from those 
who love and trust in Christ. This parable is straight from the mouth of Jesus, and it’s about the 
coming, final, inescapable judgment. There was a judgment that was escapable, when the Jews 
could flee from their homes and businesses as the Temple was destroyed in 70 A.D. But, this time 
there will be no escape; all will be judged! It is about evaluation and separation; the faithful are 
rewarded; the unfaithful are damned. The wise are praised and the foolish are judged (Matthew 
25:1-46). Those who are in Christ will receive their blessings, and those who willfully reject Him 
will be cursed! This is a harsh teaching; nonetheless, it is true, and it will happen.  

 Many people go to church and claim to be Christians. But, when it comes down to it, many are 
not living in the Spirit. Their faith is based on their identity-that they are Christians, or are 
“spiritual” --- not that Jesus Christ is their personal Lord and Savior. These are the goats who 
hang with the sheep, but they are pretenders who trust in themselves and not in the Lord. At His 
second coming, Jesus will be looking for those who are prepared and faithful---and Jesus’ litmus 
test for whether or not our faith is authentic is what we DO; not what we THINK. 
 
When Jesus comes back, it will be magnificent, but it will also be a time of extreme anguish, as 
people will be separated and condemned for their blatant foolishness in not accepting Christ as 
Lord; and living out that faith by reaching out and doing good to others. It will also be a time of 
condemnation, woe, and guilt, as there will be judgment for those who wasted the gifts and 
opportunities He gave.  
 
Even in the midst of fear and woe, make no mistake, Christ's return will be glorious, and present 
us, the faithful, with commendation, victory, and security. We will receive our rewards and our 
proper place! We will see that all we went through in life had a purpose and a reason, and we will 
see the people who benefited from our good works, the souls that were saved, and the work that 
gave God glory. We will see clearly what our life was about and what it meant to Christ and to 
others. We will say, “Yes, it was worth it! I am glad I remained faithful!”  Faithfulness, even when it 
is hard, is well worth it, as nothing else we do is greater than what we do for our Lord. Our works 
do not earn our salvation, Jesus earned our salvation for us; but Jesus calls us to live out our faith 
by good works.  When we do that, then on that Judgment Day we will hear: ‘Come, you who 
are blessed by my Father, inherit the Kingdom prepared for you from the 
creation of the world. 35 For I was hungry, and you fed me. I was thirsty, and 
you gave me a drink. I was a stranger, and you invited me into your 
home. 36 I was naked, and you gave me clothing. I was sick, and you cared 
for me. I was in prison, and you visited me.’.  
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